
October 27, 1999

Mr. K.-P. Wittig
Deputy Director
Inter-Office Information Services Department
World Intellectual Property Organization
34, chemin des Colombettes
1211 Geneva 20
SWITZERLAND

Re: WIPO SCIT Circular 2456 – Citation of industrial property documents other than patent
documents within WIPO Standard ST.14 (Task No. 40)

______________________________________________________________________________

Dear Mr. Wittig:

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) agrees with the proposal by the International
Bureau to expand the scope of WIPO Standard ST.14 to cover industrial design documents.  The
proposed text changes and examples suggested by the International Bureau will be helpful to
examiners in citing industrial design documents in a consistent manner.

After a review of US patent documents, a number of other intellectual property documents were
found to have been cited by US examiners.  Registered trademarks, published pending trademark
applications, service marks, published service mark applications and copyright registrations are
some of the intellectual property documents which have been cited by US utility and design
examiners (see examples enclosed).  It is expected that examiners from other offices probably
have made citations for other types of intellectual property documents.

In order to avoid creating additional paragraphs in Standard ST.14 to cover each type of
intellectual property office document, it would be better to provide a single subparagraph similar
to the proposed subparagraph 13(b) for industrial designs.  In fact, with only minor modifications,
proposed subparagraph 13(b) could cover a wide variety of intellectual property office documents
instead of just industrial designs.  Please note that the term “intellectual” rather than “industrial”
property office is used intentionally so that a wider variety of documents, e.g., copyright
registrations, etc., can be covered.  The industrial design example, as modified, can remain unless
additional examples are available.
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It is hoped that the suggested text will cover all remaining intellectual property documents so that
WIPO Standard ST.14 does not need to be continually modified to take into account each
different type of publication.  Likewise, it is desirable to minimize the number of different
subparagraphs under paragraph 13.  This is particularly a concern when the contents of the
subparagraphs are nearly identical.

Sincerely,

/Robert W. Saifer/

Robert W. Saifer, Director
International Liaison Staff

Enclosures
• Proposed revision to subparagraph 13(b)
• US utility patent US 5920970 A showing a citation of a US trademark registration
• US design patent US D298144 S showing a citation of a US service mark registration
• US design patent US D395021 S showing citations of US copyright registration, US

trademark application and US service mark application documents.
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Suggested modifications to the text of proposed subparagraph 13(b) follow.
(Additions are underlined and deletions are in strikethrough font.)

"(b) In the case of an published intellectual property office document, e.g., industrial design,
registered trademark, published pending trademark and  registered copyright documents, not
specifically provided for elsewhere under paragraph 13:

(i) the industrialintellectual property office that issued the cited document, by the
two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3);

(ii) the serial number of the registration or the number of the document as given to
it by the industrialintellectual property office that issued it;

(iii)       the type of intellectual property office document (e.g., Industrial Design,
Trademark Registration, Trademark Application; Copyright Registration, etc.);

(iiiv) 1 the name of the applicant or owner (in capital letters and, where appropriate,
abbreviated); 3

(iv) the date of publication of the cited document (using four digits for a year
designation according to the Gregorian Calendar);

(vi) 1 where applicable, the pages, columns or lines where the relevant passages
appear, or the relevant reproduction of the industrial  a design (e.g., drawings,  photographs).

The following examples illustrate the citation of an industrial design document according to
paragraph (b), above:

Hypothetical Example 1: WO DM/032099, Industrial Design, (POWER-PACKER EUROPA
B.V.) 13.02.1995-02-13, International Designs Bulletin February 1995, No. 2, pages 752 and
753, deposits 1.1 and 1.3, ISSN 0250-7730.”
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